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At first, a pair of the protein coding DNA sequences is obtained through previous process called alignment. The distribution of the pair (D and P) among different types of substitution (transition and transversion) is obtained by counting, and the ratio (R of transversion to transversion plus transversion to transition)
is also calculated. Next, for all mutation points of a pair, distances between them are calculated. If any mutation is synonymous, the distances are in conservative. Other mutations are categorized into radical or conservative mutation, according to the ratios (R and R0) of transversion to transversion plus

transversion to transition. The application HON-NEW is the equivalent to the HUSAR method, but HUSAR is for codon-based alignment. Distance matrices for internal cells, external cells, and for all mutations are calculated respectively. A distance is classified as radical or conservative, according to HUSAR. One can
see radical and conservative distances by setting the self.div. This file will be derived as: M, self.div. The HON-NEW program has several options for the calculation of amino acid classes. The most reliable option is the calculation based on a-priori bias of amino acids. One can choose the option by setting the cell.div
file. Then, one only needs to input the amino acid information to cell.div. If one wants to choose other options, he needs to set the cell.div file by himself, and then calculate amino acid classifications of the protein coding DNA sequences. In case of charge classification, one needs to input the information of internal,

external and cell cells respectively. Then, the charge of each amino acid is estimated. The HON-NEW is designed for estimating conservative and radical nonsynonymous distances. One has to input the protein coding DNA sequence information to calculate those. There are three substitution, the transition from
purine to pyrimidine (A > T, C > G), the transition from pyrimidine to purine (T > A, C > G), and the transition from purine to purine (G > A). For the first two, the radical and conservative are calculated separately, but for the last one, radical and conservative are calculated by the same method (R and R0, derived

from the transition
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In order to analyze protein sequences, we need a computational method for estimating the nonsynonymous distances based on pairwise differences. The method is, however, still not optimal because the choice of parameters has great influence on the estimate. One of the parameters is the “rate” of transitions,
i.e., the frequency of a transition from one amino acid to another. Although we can estimate the rate of transition by the pattern of the sequences, there remains the problem of choosing a rate that is suitable for all the sequences. In the method developed by Hughes, Ota, and Nei (1990), one can choose a rate
that is suitable for all sequences, but the estimated magnitude of the “rate” changes dramatically when the number of amino acids in the amino acid group is larger than 6. This is due to the fact that the number of transitions within the group (defined by the first n-1 amino acids), a group containing six amino

acids in the present method, becomes similar to the number of all transitions between pairs of amino acids (equal to 6!/(n-1!)). The larger the number of amino acids in the amino acid group, the smaller the estimated rate of transition, and hence it is difficult to choose a rate that is suitable for all the sequences. In
the present method, a transition rate can be estimated from the data with an assumption that any amino acid is mapped to any other amino acid. It is assumed that the rate of transitions from amino acid i to amino acid j is the same for all the pairs of amino acids i and j. This method is often called as a one-

directional rate method. The present method is a modified version of the above method, i.e. it uses the data both from each direction, as was stated before. This method was presented as one-directional in the present paper because it is equivalent to the method of Hughes, Ota, and Nei (1990). In the present
method, the transition rate between amino acid i and amino acid j is described as on the basis of the data that has been obtained from all pairwise comparisons between amino acid i and amino acid j. for all possible pairs of amino acid i and amino acid j. (HON-NEW file: self.div and self.comm) Example of the table:

X1X2 X3 aa67ecbc25
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The program HON-NEW was designed to calculate values of conservative and radical distances in the protein coding DNA sequences. The program is based on the original method of Hughes, Ota, and Nei (1990). The program first finds codons without gaps for each of the sequences and then computes the
substitutions between codons. An option to input amino acid groups is provided. The program uses a file named self.div which defines the groups, the number of amino acids in the first group, and the amino acids in the group. One can define conservative and radical changes by himself/herself. The program used
the groups defined in the file self.div. Special division is available. One can define two groups. The amino acids in the first group are radical and those in the second group are conservative. Input format Tertiary formula (HAK): m1, m2, m3 Solution structure: C{m1,m2,m3} D[m1,m2,m3]

What's New In?

Input: FASTA-format sequences a, b, and c. Output: HON-NEW file that indicates the change rate for each amino acid and the average change rate between a and b. Method: 1. Calculate conservation difference: a = FASTA-format sequence a b = FASTA-format sequence b c = FASTA-format sequence c a1 = FASTA-
format sequence a a2 = FASTA-format sequence a b1 = FASTA-format sequence b b2 = FASTA-format sequence b d = (a-a1) + (a-a2) + (b-b1) + (b-b2) + (c-c) The average of the four values, 0.25, is the estimated change rate. 2. Calculate radical distance, radical distance/conservative distance: D: a1 = FASTA-
format sequence a a2 = FASTA-format sequence a b1 = FASTA-format sequence b b2 = FASTA-format sequence b d = (a-a1) + (a-a2) + (b-b1) + (b-b2) + (c-c) Radical distance = d. Radical distance/conservative distance = d/d. Note: If a1 or a2 is negative, if d is zero, set the radical distance to zero.
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